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ABSTRACT: This study analyzes the impact of several groups posts on social network,
wich are aimed at focusing on the Romanian industry. Aftel the extended 3-month study, we
found that most of the posts were aimed at distorting the facts about the Romanian industry
and economy.
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Introduction

After 1990, with the fall of the
Communist regime1 the change of
Romania’s economic paradigm determined a
fundamental restructuring of the industry.
The transition from planned, energy-
intensive and inefficient industry to free
market industry required extensive structural
changes to the production flows and then
existing industrial platforms, most of which
have disappeared over time. The transition
from the “brownfields” landscapes  specific
to the large state-owned industrial platforms
having no horizon after 1990 to the
“greenfields” landscapes2 specific to the
current industrial parks (after the 2007
European Union integration) is the best proof
of the current Romanian industry resilience.
Unfortunately, the resilience3  of the
Romanian industry is not accompanied by
the educated population’s mental resilience
anchored in the countries and doctrines
specific to the statism, a social aspect that is
to be introduced by the following
socio-geographical analysis!

Methods and principles

The present analysis is based on impact
surveys carried out on a social
communication network highly widespread
in the Romanian media landscape, more

precisely on its thematic groups that have
historical and current reverberations
regarding the Romanian industry. The direct
research methods concerned the age of those
who posted the information, the
acknowledged occupation/social status and
the frequency of the posts (day and week).
The already existing historical and
quantitative methods were also applied.

Discussions 

The perception of the current general
public is induced by the statist (Communist)
political legacy at the level of
communication and the collective mind, i.e.
“in today’s Romania nothing is produced
anymore, while the entire industry was
destroyed on purpose...”4 since we have
become a huge market for the West. The
current industry no longer emits smoke
massively polluting everything around, it is
no longer located in the city centers, and the
workers no longer walk around in their dirty
overalls. The resilience of the current
industry5  and the smart industries6  are the
prevailing elements of the present and the
future of this significant economic branch in
our country (figure 1). The current industry
is soundless, the big Communist platforms
have been mostly decommissioned, while the
industrial parks have been developed which
have stimulated the strong economic
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development of the city’s outskirts. Public
transportation to current companies/
companies is done by their own means, and
workers no longer use public transportation
and are no longer so visible!

The ongoing slander practiced by some
representatives of the statist regime or the
so-called “lumpenproletariat”7  results from
the indoctrination specific to the Communist
education following the class struggle being
increasingly and visibly reflected in the
media landscape of communication on social
networks by relatively well-organized groups
of individuals. Without knowing the basics
of an economic analysis and without taking
into account the analyzes and statistical data
that are free for public consultation these
groups of individuals publish their musings
about the state of the industry in the social
network.

Research findings

The sample of subjects analyzed during
the first semester of 2022 (January-July)
included 342 adults... their ages and the

frequency of posts that fall under fake news,
but also the declared place of residence. It is
difficult to fully check on all those included
in the research based on the actual data of
the subjects’ identity and on their residence.
However, we managed to establish short
conversations with some of them and found
that many individuals’ “public” data were
intentionally fake!

According to the age criterion of those
who frequently posted false information
about the Romanian industry (at least 2-3
times a week), the situation is shown in table
1 and the graph in figure 2, almost 65%, i.e.
a number of 222 subjects out of a total of 342
having the age of over 60 years, respectively
the gap 60-75 years (178) and over 75 years
(44). 

Actually, the mentioned majority
includes people in their third age p – retired.
According to their educational level, it
turned out that about 38% of them graduated
their university studies and about 49% high
school studies! It was not possible to
precisely establish the level of their basic
education for 13% of the researched sample.

Fig. 1. The logical scheme of the Romanian industry resilience
(Paraschiv, 2022, mss)
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Tab. 1 and fig. 2. Age of subjects

Fig. 3. Romanian exports
(Source: https://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/countries/185/export-basket/2022) 
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We tried a notifying voluntary action by
providing the subjects with an analysis of the
Romanian industry as a graph, published by
a prestigious publishing house of a Western
university (figure 3), in order to prove that
their images are bad-wishful thinking and
that they have no scientific coverage. The
result was negative accompanied by
receiving insults and being called
“influencers”. However, we noticed that the
fiercest “posters” in the target group of our
analysis are also found on the pages of a
nationalist and anti-system party, which is
suspected of being financed by the Russian
Federation. This could explain the frequency
of the posts and the fierceness as well as the
anti-national and anti-western nature of the
posts!

Conclusions

Romania shows a severe lack of
economic education, even 32 years after the
events of December 1989. We find that there
are   still   several   nostalgic  for   the  statist

regime while bearing significant skills to
manipulate the public opinion on social
networks. Unfortunately, in the name of
democracy and pursuing deeply mercantile
ends, social networks allow any individual to
issue simplistic and worthless judgments for
the participatory democracy, generating
frust r a t ions mixed with var ious
misrepresentations, potentially interested,
partisan and possibly for the benefit of
another/other countries into the public
sphere! We are now in the phase of
“intentional counterfactual normalcy…
where we lie to others and lie to
ourselves…We lie out of self-interest or
innocence… We lie by exaggeration,
addition, invention, but we also lie by
minimization, omission, silence. We lie by
falsifying, or we lie... by proving!” (Cucoş,
1997:13). Surorisingly, only through the
determined involvement of the civil society,
which is the key regulator of correcting these
fake news messages, we can limit the
negative influence on a relevant segment of
the still gullible Romanian population!
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